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From Academia

The Bat and the Girls
The setting: The 23rd floor of the Palace of Culture building in Warsaw, the offices of the Polish 
Academy of Sciences. 
The time: Winter. 
The plot: Something birdlike enters a high-ceilinged room. But it is not a bird - a creature with 
fur, ears, claws. Some kind of mouse? ft thrashes around, flying across the room at sharp angles. 
Finally it hangs in the doorwar, upside-down. The girls working in the room conclude: it's a bat! 
The creature is fearful; so too are the girls. They squeal and try to hide. They recall spooky 
stories involving bats. And that the worst thing is getting one tangled up in your hair. 
But they also feel sorry for the animal. 
Working on a lower floor in the same building, at the Academy's Division for Biological 
Sciences, is Prof Wies/aw Bogdanowicz, a bat specialist. The girls beg him to help. The pro 
fessor comes, dons special gloves, and slowly detaches the intruder. Turning his jacket into a 
makeshift bag, the professor takes the bat down into the building's basement areas, where - as 
it turns out - a whole colony lives. The bat most likely flew up to a high floor via one of the 
shafts in the building. The professor sets the animal free. 
A creature gone astray, then rescued. Our close relative - the professor explains. A mammal 
like us, though admittedly quite a distinctive one. Nothing to be afraid of 
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Maess, "Beautiful
Things are Afoot"
(miniature), 2015,
fineliner and
marker on paper,
42 x 29.7 cm
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